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NIRDPR conducts 5th National Film Festival on Rural Development
The National Institute of Rural Development and Panchayati Raj (NIRDPR) at Rajendranagar,
Hyderabad organised the 5th National Film Festival on Rural Development on 25th November,
2021 (Thursday) as part of the 63rd Foundation Day celebrations and Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav
initiatives of the Institute. The event organised in collaboration with the Film and Television
Institute of India (FTII), Pune was held at the Vikas Auditorium on the Institute premises.
Being the apex organisation in the country in imparting training to rural development
functionaries, NIRDPR is bound to document the rural masses and encourage initiatives
undertaken by filmmakers, documentarians and students. In this regard, the Centre for
Development Documentation and Communication (CDC), NIRDPR has been organising the
National Film Festival on Rural Development since 2016, as part of the Foundation Day
celebrations of the Institute. The event is being organised as a platform to inspire young
filmmakers to showcase their talent and promote films based on rural issues and document
films on rural development.
The programme on 25th November began with the screening of the movies at 10 AM. Along with
NIRDPR employees, participants and students attended the screening. At the valedictory
ceremony that began at 3 PM, Dr. Akanksha Shukla, Associate Professor & Head (i/c), CDC
presented the Concept Note. She said the National Institute of Rural Development and

Panchayati Raj, Being the apex organisation in the country to impart training to rural
development functionaries, is mandated to document the life of rural population for
better understanding their issues and ground reality, adding that the event is organised
to encourage initiatives undertaken by filmmakers, documentarians and students in
bringing rural issues to fore.

Dr. G. Narendra Kumar, IAS, Director General, NIRDPR chaired delivered the welcome speech.
Sharing his experiences of working in villages as part of his training as an administrative officer,
the said he had opportunities to see the issues and risks faced by farmers from a close vicinity.
“Those instances gave insights into the difficulties faced by the people and showed their
indomitable spirit to come out of poverty and other problems,” he said. Further, touching upon
the experiences of rural immersion, he said the films on rural development have their place in
highlighting the challenges and spirit of the population.
“From the 1970s when the people found television a luxury, technology and media have evolved
a lot and those changes need to be tapped longitudinally. The stories of changes that have taken
place need to be captured without losing the essence,” he said.
Citing the hardships faced by the rural population during the second wave of COVID-19, he said
people are putting up a brave fight to ide over the challenges and those fights are worth
capturing. Considering the change in perspectives observed between generations, he said the
narrative of the story always need to be prioritised and well organised to generate effective
communication and transmission of messages.
Further, the jury members from FTII, Pune Smt. Ganga Mukhi, Shri Milind Damle and Shri Amlan
Chakraborty shared their experience about the evaluation of entries received for the 5th edition
of the festival.
Stressing on the collaboration of FTII with NIRDPR on such a venture, Shri Milind said it has
given an opportunity for the young filmmakers to throw light on issues of rural India.
Shri Amlan said the jury looked at the treatment of subject, the craft of the film and creative use
of elements. He said the movies in fiction category had subject and appeal. Stating that a movie
needs to be an experience, he said the non-fiction section has scope for improvement and the
films had appeal and the elements to inspire viewers.
Smt. Ganga Mukhi started her comments with the impact of media in shaping personal and
social identities of an individual. She said stories have captivating power and the combination of
expertise, equipment and stories both from the urban and rural situations can bring in positive
changes.
Dr. G. Narendra Kumar, IAS, Director General, NIRDPR, Shri Shashi Bhushan, ICAS, Deputy
Director General (i/c) and Prof. Jyothis Sathyapalan, Head, School of rural Livelihoods presented
mementos to the jury members. Further, the trailers of award-winning movies were screened.
The session was followed by a panel discussion on the topic ‘Poverty Alleviation in Rural India:
Role of Media, Challenges and Possibility.’ Prof. Jyothis Sathyapalan introduced the topic and Mr.
Rizwan Ahmed, Director, Instructional Media Centre, Maulana Azad National Urdu University,
Hyderabad, Smt. Shruti Patil, IIS, Director (M&C), Press Information Bureau, Hyderabad and
Smt. Seema Kumar, Communication for Development Specialist, UNICEF, Hyderabad attended
the discussion as panellists. Shri Shashi Bhushan and Prof. Jyothis Sathyapalan welcomed the
panellists with mementos.
Mr. Rizwan Ahmed recollected the visit of senior journalist Prannoy Roy to a village in UP
during the 2019 general elections and the experiences he confronted during his interaction with

a girl. He said the representation of rural issues in Bollywood movies in the recent times is
negligible and wanted moviemakers to pan their cameras into real situations in the rural areas.
Smt. Seema Kumar stressed on the need for investing in capacity building in human rightsbased areas. She said we have to bring such initiatives together and work with them and
integrate them with social issues like poverty.
Smt. Shruti Patil emphasised the existence of free media in a democratic country. She cited the
instance in China where the country saw huge famine for three years but media covered up the
issue due to absence of free press. “Government brings in so many schemes but the information
od such initiates must be disseminated properly. People will not go to media, but media should
reach out to the people,” she added.
For the fifth edition of the festival, entries were invited in two categories – (i) Government
Schemes on Rural Development (documentary) and (ii) Films under different genres related to
Rural Development (fiction).
In total, the organisers received 84 entries from various states across the country. Of this, 44
entries were shortlisted by an internal jury after initial screening. The films that made it into the
final round were evaluated by a jury comprising of the FTII faculty members.
The first, second and third prize winners in each category were awarded prize money of
Rs.50,000, Rs.25,000 and Rs.15,000, respectively, along with memento and certificate. This
apart, three more films received best mention from the jury. Dr. G. Narendra Kumar, IAS,
Director General, NIRDPR, Shri Shashi Bhushan, ICAS, Deputy Director General (i/c) handed
over the prize to the winners.
The winners in various categories are as follows:

Films under different genres related to Rural Development (fiction):
Prize
1
2
3

Title of the film

Name of the winner
PV Avinash Varma
Abhijeet Srivastava
Vikram Bolegave

Gowripuram
Jugnu (Firefly)
Mahasatta

Government Schemes on Rural Development (non-fiction):
Prize
1
2
3

Title of the film
Malav
Umeed: A Hope
Pragati ke path par

Name of the winner
Anupam Shrivastav
R. K. Sohane
Dr. Kala Iyer

Special Mention
Title of the film
Bagaal
Kabil Bharat
Waste Management

Name of the winner
Shatrughan Mandal
Sathish Kumar
Devendra Kumar Chopra

About NIRDPR
The National Institute of Rural Development and Panchayati Raj (NIRDPR), an autonomous
organisation under the Union Ministry of Rural Development, is a premier National Centre of
Excellence. Recognised internationally as one of the United Nations Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), it builds capacities of rural development
functionaries, elected representatives of Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs), bankers, NGOs and
other stakeholders through inter-related activities of training, research and consultancy.
NIRDPR also oversees the State Institutes of Rural Development (SIRDs) and also conducts
training programmes for various government functionaries at SIRDs on cross-cutting issues
within rural development. The Institute is located in the historic city of Hyderabad in Telangana
State. In addition to the main campus at Hyderabad, this Institute has a North-Eastern Regional
Centre at Guwahati, Assam, a branch at New Delhi and a Consultancy-cum-Guidance Centre at
Vaishali, Bihar.
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